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Abstract
We used an equivalent noise (EN) paradigm to examine how the human visual system pools local estimates of direction across
space in order to encode global direction. Observers estimated the mean direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise of vertical) of a
ﬁeld of moving band-pass elements whose directions were drawn from a wrapped normal distribution. By measuring discrimination
thresholds for mean direction as a function of directional variance, we were able to infer both the precision of observersÕ representation of each elementÕs direction (i.e., local noise) as well as how many of these estimates they were averaging (i.e., global pooling).
We estimated EN for various numbers of moving elements occupying regions of various sizes. We report that both local and global
limits on direction integration are determined by the number of elements present in the display (irrespective of their density or the
size of region they occupy), and we go on to show how this dependence can be understood in terms of neural noise. Speciﬁcally, we
use Monte Carlo simulations to show that a maximum-likelihood operator, operating on pooled directional signals from visual cortex corrupted by Poisson noise, accounts for psychophysical data across all conditions tested, as well as motion coherence thresholds
(collected under similar experimental conditions). A population vector-averaging scheme (essentially a special case of ML estimation) produces similar predictions but out-performs subjects at high levels of directional variability and fails to predict motion coherence thresholds.
 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) respond selectively to motion within a limited region of visual space
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). Consequently, the visual system
must pool the outputs of V1 cells across the visual ﬁeld
in order to estimate the direction of large moving objects. Computationally, there are sound reasons for
averaging motion signals across space. First, ego-motion
generates characteristic patterns of retinal motion
known as optic ﬂow (Gibson, 1979) and pooling local
motion is necessary to allow subsequent decomposition
*
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of the ﬂow ﬁeld into its components (Koenderink, 1986).
Second, pooling can assist in overcoming poor reliability
of sparsely distributed local motion signals (Braddick,
1993) that may be noisy due to, e.g., intrinsic variability
in cell spiking rate. Third, pooling direction estimates
along a contour can assist in overcoming the aperture
problem (i.e., that V1 neurons can only signal strength
of one direction—perpendicular to their preferred orientation—rendering local motion signals ambiguous).
However, spatial averaging of motion can also be disadvantageous, e.g., at the location of a motion boundary
or between surfaces undergoing transparent motion.
Under these conditions the visual system must both encode the presence of multiple directional sources yet still
discount directional variability due to noise.
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Convergent behavioural and electrophysiological
data support the hypothesis that increasingly complex
motion is processed within a hierarchy from V1 to the
middle temporal (MT) and medial superior temporal
(MST) areas. MT is demonstrably central to the processing of visual motion: lesions in this area impair monkeysÕ
ability to discriminate motion direction (Newsome &
Pare, 1988), and patients suﬀering damage to the human
MT-homologue are rendered ‘‘motion blind’’ (Baker,
Hess, & Zihl, 1991). Both anatomical (Lund, 1988) and
physiological (Movshon & Newsome, 1996) data indicate that MT integrates directionally-tuned input from
V1, as does the ﬁnding that responsiveness and directional tuning of MT neurons is greatly reduced after inactivation of V1 (Girard, Salin, & Bullier, 1992; Rodman,
Gross, & Albright, 1989). In addition, a number of the
requirements for processing complex stimuli are satisﬁed
by MT. First, the directional tuning of MT neurons is
broader than the tuning of the V1 neurons from which
they receive input; thus they must be receiving input
across a range of directions (Movshon & Newsome,
1996). Second, receptive ﬁelds of MT neurons are larger
than their V1 counterparts and have either antagonistic
or facilitative surrounds producing sensitivity to local
motion boundaries, or to global motion direction over
a large area, respectively (Born & Tootell, 1992). Third,
the ambiguity intrinsic to the aperture problem appears
to be resolved by area MT; Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi,
and Newsome (1985) report that the responses of about
25% of MT neurons to plaids matched the perceived- or
pattern-direction and not the directions of the components. Furthermore. Treue, Hol, and Rauber (2000) report that MT neurons do not necessarily produce a
bimodal response under conditions leading to perceptual
transparency implying that the components of multidirectional displays are encoded not by separate populations of neurons in MT but by the population response
of the area as a whole.
In this paper, we concentrate on an attribute of complex visual motion thought to be encoded in area MT/
MST: the global direction of motion. In the natural environment, we frequently have to judge the global direction of a group of objects each moving in a diﬀerent
direction (e.g., a ﬂock of birds, turbulent water-ﬂow,
etc.). Some electrophysiological studies have investigated how the visual system does this. Newsome and
co-workers used cortical micro-stimulation in awake
primates to perturb MT activity in order to examine if
the global-direction code in MT is based on a winnertake-all strategy (WTA; the identity of the most active
directionally-tuned channel), or population-vector averaging (PVA; the average of all directions weighted by
the magnitude of the neural response to each). The evidence is equivocal: data collected using a forced-choice
discrimination task (Salzman, Britten, & Newsome,
1990) favoured WTA, but eye-movement data favoured

PVA (Groh, Born, & Newsome, 1997). Nichols and
Newsome (2002) propose that these diﬀerences arise because discrimination tasks impose perceptual categories
on direction estimates, and argue that a task based on
‘‘free report’’ supports PVA over a wide directional
range (although behaviour is more consistent with
WTA for near-opposite directions).
In terms of computational models of MT function
(e.g., Nowlan & Sejnowski, 1995; Simoncelli & Heeger,
1998; Wilson, Ferrera, & Yo, 1992), various strategies
for direction encoding have been proposed sharing a
number of common features. In particular, many extract
local motion using a local energy mechanism (Adelson &
Bergen, 1985) and then construct a histogram of the directional energy present using a bank of channels tuned to
diﬀerent directions. How might directional information
be ‘‘read-oﬀ’’ from such a representation? One approach
is the aforementioned PVA. However, PVA is known to
be non-ideal under conditions of additive Gaussian noise
and with narrowly tuned direction channels (Snippe,
1999). This is because vector averaging a population of
noisy directional responses is formally identical to
least-squares ﬁtting a cosine function to the directional
histogram (Seung & Sompolinsky, 1993). Maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) is superior to PVA (for non-cosinusoidal directional variation) since the variance of its
estimate of the global direction approaches the theoretical
(Cramer-Rao) lower bound. MLE works by ﬁtting appropriately shaped templates to the neural responses; its
superiority results from these templates embodying extra
‘‘knowledge’’ about the noise. Furthermore, although
PVA is vulnerable to system non-linearities (Snippe,
1999), Deneve, Latham, and Pouget (1999) propose that
these very non-linearities could be a key component of
biological instantiations of MLE which, they show, can
be implemented using a recurrent network with activation
functions undergoing divisive normalisation (a feature of
MT neurons; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; Snowden,
Treue, Erickson, & Andersen, 1991).
A limitation of both PVA and MLE is that they can
signal only a single direction. Alternative schemes (Zemel, Dayan, & Pouget, 1998) decompose observed directional structure using a Gaussian mixture model and
encode features such as multi-modality (e.g., arising
from transparency) and directional variance. Such
schemes are supported by the ﬁnding that perceived
transparency seems to rely on a population code in
MT (Treue et al., 2000). However, in terms of modelling
psychophysics, such schemes have not addressed how
one determines ‘‘overall direction’’ if a stimulus generates multiple perceived directions. This is also a problem
for psychophysical investigations of perceived global
direction. In the case of plaid stimuli, Wilson and Kim
(1994) report that the PVA of the two components
determines perceived direction. However, Zohary,
Scase, and Braddick (1996) showed that subjects
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adjusting the overall direction of random-dot stimuli
generated with skewed directional distributions rely on
PVA when directional signals were of similar strength,
but switched to a more ‘‘winner-take-all’’ strategy when
one directional signal dominated. The latter conditions
may favour representation of multi-modal structure
(Zemel et al., 1998).
Many psychophysical studies of global motion perception have relied on motion coherence tasks where
one measures how many coherently moving dots can
be replaced by randomly moving elements, while still
supporting reliable discrimination of the overall direction (e.g., ‘‘left’’ versus ‘‘right’’). This paradigm was
introduced by Newsome and colleagues (e.g., Britten,
Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1992; Newsome, Britten, & Movshon, 1989) and has proved inﬂuential for
both basic and clinical psychophysical studies of motion
integration. For example, motion coherence has been
used to estimate the directional-bandwidth (Meese &
Harris, 2001) and spatial-frequency bandwidth (Bex &
Dakin, 2002) of direction discrimination. In a clinical
context, elevated motion coherence thresholds have
been reported for subjects with visual deﬁcits such as
amblyopia (Simmers, Ledgeway, & Hess, 2005; Simmers, Ledgeway, Hess, & McGraw, 2003), retinitis pigmentosa (Turano & Wang, 1992) and glaucoma (Baez
et al., 1995; Joﬀe, Raymond, & Chrichton, 1997) as well
as for syndromes as diverse as hemiplegia (Gunn et al.,
2002), autism (Milne et al., 2002), Williams syndrome
(Atkinson et al., 1997), schizophrenia (Li, 2002), and
dyslexia (Talcott, Hansen, Assoku, & Stein, 2000).
It has become commonplace to assume that high motion coherence thresholds indicate poor global pooling
of motion signals across space, but this is not necessarily
the case. Fig. 1A schematically depicts a typical motion
coherence stimulus along with a hypothetical integration
region (shaded area). Figs. 1B and C illustrate that an
increase in coherence threshold can be caused either by
poor estimation of local direction (i.e., of individual
dots) or by an inability to pool these direction estimates.
A number of authors have suggested that local noise—
speciﬁcally the false correspondences arising between
dots in successive frames of the stimulus—limits motion
perception when the jump-size between frames becomes
large (i.e., Dmax paradigms; Braddick, 1974; Eagle &
Rogers, 1996; Morgan & Ward, 1980). Barlow and Tripathy (1997) asked if such false correspondences might
also limit motion coherence thresholds under varying
stimulus conditions (e.g., density, size of region, etc.).
Comparing their data to an ideal observer (which computed all possible element-matches between successive
frames) led them to conclude that their results were consistent with observers being limited by local ‘‘correspondence noise’’. Nevertheless motion-coherence data are
still frequently (particularly in a clinical context) used
as an unambiguous index of global pooling.
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Here we attempt to separate out the inﬂuences of local and global limits on motion integration using a novel
application of the equivalent noise paradigm. Given that
observers pool multiple motion signals across space,
with each signal limited by local noise, the EN paradigm
works by measuring the inﬂuence that additional external noise (in this case, directional variability) has on
onesÕ ability to judge global/mean direction. The essential diﬀerence between this and motion coherence paradigms is that here all elements are ‘‘signal’’ elements in
that they convey information about the overall direction. At low levels of external noise performance is limited both by local noise and by the extent of pooling, but
at higher levels external noise swamps the inﬂuence of
local noise so that performance comes to depend almost
wholly on the extent of global pooling. We use this paradigm to examine the inﬂuence of various spatial
parameters on the estimation of global direction.

2. General methods
2.1. Rationale
Our paradigm is a variant on one used to study orientation integration (Dakin, 2001). For a patch containing
a number of moving elements we consider the eﬀect on
motion integration of the following parameters: patchsize, number of elements, and element-density within
the patch. To determine which has the greatest inﬂuence
on integration we cannot vary these parameters individually because varying one necessarily aﬀects another,
e.g., changing density within a ﬁxed-size region necessarily changes the number of elements. Fig. 2 illustrates our
paradigm, which overcomes this problem by co-varying
all possible parameter pairs (e.g., size and number of elements) while keeping the third parameter constant (e.g.,
density), and then determining which parameter, when
ﬁxed, produces the least inﬂuence on integration across
conditions. Our method for assessing motion integration
is described next.
2.2. Assessing motion integration: Equivalent noise
analysis
As discussed above, motion coherence cannot disentangle the eﬀects of local and global limits on motion
perception. To deal with this problem, we adapted the
equivalent noise paradigm (Barlow, 1956) to direction
integration. EN embodies the idea that visual integration is limited by two factors: internal noise and sampling. For directional integration of dot patterns these
factors translate to: precision at estimating each dotÕs
direction and the number of such estimates one can
average over. An EN experiment for direction discrimination involves presenting moving elements whose
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Fig. 1. (A–C) Schematic motion coherence stimuli. Subjects report the direction of a set of target-dots moving coherently (in this case vertically
upwards) intermixed with noise dots moving in random directions. The performance measure is the maximum tolerable proportion of noise dots
supporting direction discrimination. If observers are combining local motion estimates over some region of space (shaded region) threshold will be
aﬀected both by (B) global factors (i.e., the number of motion samples) and (C) local factors (i.e., the precision of each sample). The paradigm
illustrated in (D–F) can separate these inﬂuences. (D) Now all dots are signal dots and have directions drawn from a wrapped Gaussian distribution.
Observers report if the average direction is clockwise or anti-clockwise of vertical-upwards, and we measure a psychometric function (shown in E) for
the probability of reporting ‘‘clockwise’’ as a function of the oﬀset in mean direction. The performance measure is then the slope of the best-ﬁtting
wrapped cumulative Gaussian to these data—i.e., the threshold oﬀset of the mean direction. We measure threshold as a function of the standard
deviation of the directions present in the stimulus. (F) Because we estimate response variability (threshold) as a function of stimulus variability,
equivalent noise exploits additivity of variance to ﬁt the data (boxed equation); the ﬁt-parameters quantify local (rint) and global (nsamp) limits on
direction integration.

directions are drawn from a random distribution, and
then estimating the smallest discriminable change in
mean direction as a function of the amount of directional variability. Because the slope of a psychometric function is eﬀectively a measure of the variance (of some
internal representation of mean direction) one can exploit additivity of variance to predict the eﬀect of noise
on performance. Speciﬁcally, it has been shown that one
can relate threshold oﬀset in the mean (robs) to the external noise (the variability imposed on the stimulus: rext),
the internal noise (rint), and the sample size (nsamp) by
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2int þ r2ext
.
ð1Þ
robs ¼
nsamp

This formulation is identical to that developed by
Watt and Morgan (1984) for estimating intrinsic blur
and has been applied by Watamaniuk and Heinen
(1999) within the motion domain (speciﬁcally, to compare noise for a visual pursuit task compared to a
direction discrimination). Here, we identify two potential problems with applying this model to direction discrimination data, both related to the wrapping of
directional data at 2p. The ﬁrst is that one must allow
for wrapping when ﬁtting psychometric functions;
Appendix A details how the assumption of a standard
cumulative Gaussian model (either through ﬁtting or
by its assumption within a staircase procedure) can
lead to drastic overestimation of threshold robs.
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Fig. 2. Single frames from typical stimuli employed in the study. Stimuli contained (A, C) 16, (B, D, F) 64 or (E, G) 256 elements within circular
regions of radii (A,B) 2, (C–E) 4 or (F, G) 8 deg.

Appendix B describes a practical procedure for assessing wrapped cumulative normal functions which may
be used for ﬁtting psychometric functions. The second
problem is that Eq. (1) itself does not take into account wrapping; there is no analytic form of (1)
employing circular standard deviation (the standard
measure of dispersion for cyclic variables). In practice,
this can be overcome with Monte Carlo simulation, as
described in Section 2.5
Note that EN uses an un-weighted vector-average to
compute global direction which is sub-optimal if the
underlying directional p.d.f. is non-cosinusoidal (Salinas
& Abbott, 1994) as it was in our experiments. We use
this form simply because PVA is the standard comparison observer for this type of task and because we make
an explicit comparison of PVA and MLE later in the
paper.
2.3. Stimuli
Stimuli were ﬁelds of moving, spatially band-pass
(Laplacian-of-Gaussian; $2G) micro-patterns:

r2 Gðx; yÞ ¼

 2

x2 þ y 2  2r2
x þ y2
exp

;
2pr6
2r2

ð2Þ

which are spatial-frequency (SF) band-pass with a peak
SF (in cycles per image) at
fpeak ¼

1
pﬃﬃﬃ .
pr 2

ð3Þ

Our micro-patterns had a peak SF of 1.78 c/deg. Perception of motion in such patterns cannot rely on the
low SFs present in random-dot stimuli but requires that
local motion signals be integrated over space (Smith,
Snowden, & Milne, 1994). Although such patterns are
two-dimensional – with complex temporal frequency
spectra—their band-pass SF characteristics and ﬁxed
jump-size means that there is a unique, optimal motion-energy mechanism sensitive to their motion. $2G
stimuli are therefore a useful compromise between gratings (SF narrow-band but 1D) and dot patterns (2D but
SF broad-band) and furthermore can (like gratings but
not dots) be positioned with high (sub-pixel) accuracy
(Dakin & Mareschal, 2000).
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Movies were 480 ms sequences played at the monitor refresh rate (75 Hz). Each movie frame was repeated three times before being replaced (i.e., each movie
frame lasted 40 ms and the sequence contained 12 unique frames). Micro-patterns moved in discrete jumps
of 12 arc minutes (i.e., 35% of one cycle per frame,
based on the peak SF of the patch). This corresponds
to a continuous velocity of 5 deg/s. Stimuli were composed of either 16, 64 or 256 elements presented within
a circular patch of radius 2.0, 4.0 or 8.0 deg. Sub-pixel
accuracy for element positioning was achieved by generating a 10 · 10 grid of elements with combinations of
0.0–0.9 pixel oﬀsets (in 0.1 pixel steps) in the x- and ydirections. All elements were of ‘‘inﬁnite-lifetime’’ and
overlapping elements were added. If an element passed
outside of the viewable aperture its position was
wrapped to the opposite side of the aperture (i.e., its
position was determined by selecting the intersection
of a diagonal passing through the point of egress and
the centre of the aperture with the opposite side of
the aperture). A small amount of positional jitter was
added when the dot was reintroduced to minimise the
possibility of dots becoming ‘‘stuck’’ when they exited
the aperture with a trajectory near-parallel to the aperture edge. This method minimised edge artefacts and
maintains an impression of even density over the
pattern.
Seven combinations of element-number and patchradius were tested: 16 elements at 2.0 or 4.0 deg, 64 elements at 2.0, 4.0 or 8.0 deg, and 256 elements at 4.0 or
8.0 deg. This yields a range of conditions with ﬁxednumber (16, 64 or 256 elements), density (0.32, 1.27 or
5.1 elements/deg2) or radius (2.0, 4.0 or 8.0 deg). Fig. 2
shows single frames from a range of typical stimuli.
Elements moved with directions drawn from a
wrapped normal (WN) distribution (a Gaussian
wrapped on a circle) deﬁned on the range h 2 [0, 2p] by
the p.d.f.
"
#
2
kX
¼1
1
ðh  l  2pk Þ
f ðhÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp
.
ð4Þ
2r2
r 2p k¼1
We chose this function over alternatives because the
convolution of two WN distributions produces another
WN distribution (this is not the case for, e.g., a Von Mises distribution). At modest levels of directional variability the variance of the result is equal to the sum of
component variances, a property required for EN (but
as mentioned above this property breaks down at higher
levels of directional variance, a problem we deal with in
the Section 2.5). Inasmuch as we are using the WN to
represent uncertainty in the cortical representation of
direction there is little to chose between models based
on various circular Gaussian-like p.d.f.s (Swindale,
1998). Although the WN function does not have a closed
form, a simple algorithm for approximating it is given in

Appendix B. To compute a WN distributed random variable one simply wraps a standard Gaussian random variable (e.g., within MATLAB: mod(randn,2*pi)).
2.4. Procedure
Subjects were presented with a ﬁeld of moving, bandpass elements and were required to make a judgment of
their ‘‘overall’’ direction: either clockwise or anti-clockwise of vertical-upwards motion. They signalled their response using two keys on a computer keypad. Subjects
could also press a third key to re-view the stimulus in
the case of a lapse in attention but were instructed not
to exercise this option when simply uncertain as to the
direction (during the experiment, observers exercised this
option on less than 1% of trials). Feedback, in the form
of an audible beep, was given for incorrect responses.
Within each condition (i.e., for each element-number/
patch-radius combination) directions were drawn from
WN distributions with 11 diﬀerent circular standard
deviations of either 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0, 23.0,
32.0, 45.0, 64.0 or 90 deg. A method of constant stimuli
was used to estimate the psychometric function at each
SD level. Blocks of 272 trials probed 17 stimulus levels
for each condition (i.e., 16 trials per stimulus level). At
least two complete runs were undertaken for each subject in all conditions. The 17 baseline stimulus directions
tested were 8.0 to +8.0 deg in steps of 1.0 deg, where
sign indicates whether the stimulus was clockwise or
anti-clockwise of vertical-upwards motion. These values
were multiplied by a ‘‘gain’’ parameter to provide a
stimulus range that adequately bracketed the psychometric function. These gain parameters were determined
from short pilot runs conducted with an adaptive method of constant stimuli (APE; Watt & Andrews, 1981)
and were chosen to adequately sample the psychometric
function for a particular level of directional variance,
across the range of all other stimulus parameters to be
varied. We then ﬁxed this gain parameter for a particular directional SD across all conditions and subjects, the
logic being that this should minimise any discrepancies
between conditions that could have arisen from diﬀerences in the stimulus range tested (e.g., due to under-sampling of psychometric functions). The gains associated
with the SDs tested were: 0.25 (r = 0.5–2.0 deg), 0.5
(r = 4.0 deg), 1.0 (r = 8.0 deg), 1.5 (r = 16.0–23.0 deg),
2.0 (r = 32.0 deg), 3.0 (r = 45.0 deg), 4.0 (r = 64.0 deg),
and 12.0 (r = 90 deg). These values provided a good
bracketing of the psychometric functions across conditions. We used a method of constant stimuli because
we observed in pilot runs that, at higher levels of directional variance, psychometric functions often did not
reach 0% and 100%, which renders many adaptive
methods unstable.
Raw data were ﬁt using a bootstrap incorporating
a cumulative WG model (allowing for periodicity in
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psychometric functions; details in Appendices A and B).
Data plotted are the bootstrapped ﬁt of data pooled
across runs for that condition/subject; error bars are
the 95% conﬁdence intervals on the ﬁts.
2.5. Model ﬁtting procedure
Fits of the EN model to our psychophysical data
were made using the bootstrapped estimates of threshold derived using the procedure just described. Speciﬁcally, a dataset was constructed by selecting randomly
from the bootstrapped data at each SD level, this set
was then ﬁt using a Nelder-Mead/simplex minimisation
method (the fminsearch function in MATLAB), and the
best ﬁtting parameters (rint and nsamp) were recorded.
This yielded distributions of the two parameters of the
ﬁt for a given data set. This ﬁtting procedure is repeated
1000 times on diﬀerent datasets derived from the bootstrap. Finally, the peaks of the two parameter-histograms are used to give the best parameters and the
spread is used to derive the 95% conﬁdence intervals
associated with each parameter.
The model used a least-squares distance metric computed between log-transformed data and log-transformed
model, weighted by the logarithm of the conﬁdence intervals on the threshold estimate. The justiﬁcation for computing goodness-of-ﬁt on log-transformed data is that our
estimated conﬁdence intervals were broadly similar
across directional SDs on log-axes so that this procedure
approximately equally weighted the contribution of each
data point to the ﬁt. Using this procedure, subjectsÕ performance will systematically deviate from EN at high levels of directional variability when additivity of variance
breaks down due to wrapping (for details see Appendix
C). In practice, this is apparent only for the highest directional-variability conditions tested (r = 64, 90 deg). We
dealt with this problem using a Monte Carlo simulation;
model parameters were estimated as described and were
then used to determine the global-sampling and local-precision of a simulated observer. Speciﬁcally, a simulated
threshold was estimated using longer runs (typically at
least 15,000 trials) of the same psychophysical procedure
(method of constant stimuli), during which directional
distributions with various directional oﬀsets relative to
vertical were generated. From trial-to-trial the ideal
observer estimated mean over all directions ð
hÞ using
the population vector-average
8
1  
 > 0;
S > 0; C
>
< tan ðS=CÞ;
1

 CÞ
 þ p;
 < 0;
h ¼ tan ðS=
ð5Þ
C
>
:
1  


tan ðS=CÞ þ 2p; S < 0; C > 0;
where
n
X
¼
C
cos hi ;
i¼1

S ¼

n
X
i¼1

sin hi .
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(This computation is achieved in one step in MATLAB
 CÞ).

using a atan2ðS;
The resulting direction was used to generate a binary
response (clockwise or anti-clockwise of vertical), and
results were pooled and ﬁt with a psychometric function
(using the procedure described in the preceding section).
This procedure was repeated at the directional SDs we
tested. Because Eq. (5) takes into account wrapping so
does the simulated observer. The predictions from this
version of EN provide a consistently better ﬁt to the subjectsÕ data than the analytic predictions of EN (on average a 3% reduction in R2) and are used in all subsequent
ﬁgures showing EN predictions.
2.6. Apparatus
Stimuli were generated with an Apple Macintosh G4
computer running MATLAB (MathWorks). The programs
controlling the experiment incorporated elements of the
PsychToolbox (Brainard, 1997). Stimuli were presented
on a La Cie 2200 CRT monitor ﬁtted with a video attenuator (Pelli & Zhang, 1991). The attenuated signal was
ampliﬁed and copied (using a line-splitter) to the three
guns of the monitor to generate a monochrome image.
The display was calibrated using code from the VideoToolbox (Pelli, 1997) and a Minolta LS 110 photometer,
and then linearised using look-up tables in software (to
give pseudo 12-bit contrast accuracy). The monitor
operated at a resolution of 1024 · 768 pixels (24 pixels/
cm) with a vertical blanking rate of 75 Hz. It was viewed
binocularly at a distance of 57 cm and had a mean background luminance of 50 cd/m2.
2.7. Observers
The three authors (wearing optical correction as necessary) served as observers. All are experienced at psychophysical tasks involving motion perception and
conducted practice runs on the task until their performance reached asymptotic levels.

3. Experiment: Eﬀect of density, number and region-size
on integration
The goal of this experiment was to determine which
spatial attributes of a moving stimulus determine local
and global limits on direction integration. A number
of papers have reported that the density of a stimulus
has only a modest eﬀect on direction discrimination
(Barlow & Tripathy, 1997; Scase, Braddick, & Raymond, 1996; Watamaniuk, 1993; Williams & Sekuler,
1984). Watamaniuk (1993), in particular reported that
ﬁne direction discrimination improved with increasing
exposure duration but did not improve greatly with
increasing size of stimulus nor with increasing number
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of elements. Watamaniuk (1993) used a d 0 based methodology for assessing integration. That is, he measured
the percent correct discrimination performance for a
ﬁxed oﬀset (2 deg) between the average direction of his
target patterns and the reference direction. This then allows one to use the ideal observer
pﬃﬃﬃ
nDh
0
;
d ¼
r
where Dh is the diﬀerence in direction between reference
and target, r is the directional standard deviation, and n
is the number of directional vectors being used for the
judgment. This model is free from internal noise and
as such cannot, like the standard motion coherence paradigm, evaluate how much d 0 , is inﬂuenced by local or
global noise. Watamaniuk (1993) asserts that a local
noise parameter incorporated into the modelling procedure was close to unity for all conditions, i.e., that ‘‘it
did not capture any signiﬁcant loss of direction information beyond that captured by S1’’ (a global noise parameter). We found this surprising especially given that
other authors have found that local noise appears to
have a central role in determining performance on motion coherence tasks. Barlow and Tripathy (1997), for
example, performed an extensive study of how density,
size, and area aﬀect motion integration using motion
coherence thresholds. They report that changes in dot
density produce only a modest reduction in motion
coherence thresholds but that these changes were entirely attributable to ‘‘correspondence noise’’ (mismatches
of elements between movie frames). We would have
expected such correspondence noise to be present in
the stimuli employed by Watamaniuk (1993) and consequently for there to be a role for local noise in accounting for his ﬁndings. One possible reason for this
discrepancy is that Watamaniuk (1993) used stimuli
containing a large number of elements (>300) and it
may be that local noise eﬀects saturate at a relatively
small number of elements. Our paradigm allowed us
to address this issue. We attempted to minimise the role
of local noise by employing inﬁnite-lifetime elements
with relatively small jump-sizes. A common criticism
of such stimuli is that they allow direction judgements
to be based on the motion of a single element. If observers had relied on this strategy it would have been reﬂected in very low estimates of their global sampling (which
it was not).
When stimuli become large, eccentricity may aﬀect
performance. Unlike others (e.g., Burr, Morrone, &
Vaina, 1998) we chose not to scale our stimuli for cortical magniﬁcation. We did this for two reasons. First, it is
unclear if size-scaled stimuli should also be velocityscaled. If so this assumes broad velocity-tuning for global direction mechanism. Second, our eﬀorts to produce
low local noise produced highly visible stimuli, so that
at the maximum eccentricity tested (i.e., 8 deg) discrim-

ination thresholds are barely aﬀected (which we have
conﬁrmed using eccentric ﬁxation; Dakin, Mareschal,
& Bex, 2004).
3.1. Results
Fig. 3 shows three subjectsÕ direction discrimination
performance, plotted as a function of directional variability, for various patch-sizes and numbers of elements.
Lines show the ﬁt of the EN model to each condition;
the two numbers in parentheses within the legends are
the (local) additive noise and (global) sampling parameters, respectively, for the corresponding ﬁt. Note from
Fig. 3 that estimated sample size always exceeds one,
conﬁrming that averaging over multiple elements is
occurring, i.e., that observers were not tracking single
elements. Results also support WatamaniukÕs (1993) report of high eﬃciencies (average 35%) for a similar
direction discrimination task using broad-band random-dot kinematograms. Our ﬁndings also conﬁrm
Smith et al. (1994), who showed that global motion perception in band-pass ﬁltered patterns cannot rely wholly
on low SFs.
Fig. 3 illustrates the main ﬁnding of this experiment;
data separate under conditions that maintained either a
constant patch radius or a constant density, but superimpose when density and patch radius were co-varied
so as to maintain a constant number of elements. Thus
it is wholly the number of elements in the display that
determines global direction discrimination. Note from
the parameters in Fig. 3 (top section) that although
the absolute number of global samples increases with
increasing number of elements, local noise also increases.
This illustrates the power of EN to separate out the
opposing inﬂuence of these two factors. That subjectsÕ
thresholds tend to fall as the number of elements
increases, is entirely attributable to global pooling, but
the pattern of results indicate that the improvement is
oﬀset by the increased local noise. That is not to say that
spatial arrangement of elements is never important: elements arranged in trajectories can be easier to detect
(Verghese, Watamaniuk, McKee, & Grzywacz (1999)
but see Bex, Simmers, & Dakin (2003)) and elements
can be positioned so that their local motions cancel
(Qian, Andersen, & Adelson, 1994).
This inﬂuence of density, number, and region-size on
direction discrimination is summarised in Fig. 4 which
plots local-noise and global-pooling parameters for all
conditions tested. Notice the increase in local noise
(Figs. 4A–C) as the number of elements increases from
16 to 64 but that this increase plateaus (particularly in
Fig. 4B) for increases from 64 to 256 elements. This suggests that the inﬂuence of local noise may saturate at a
relatively small number of elements and may explain
why Watamaniuk (1993) did not require local noise to
model his dot-density data (since his stimuli contained
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Fig. 3. The directional oﬀset necessary for observers to reliably discriminate the mean direction of a ﬁeld of moving band-pass elements from vertical,
as a function of the range of directions present (the directional standard deviation). Results are shown from three subjects in three conditions (ﬁxed
patch-size, patch-density or number of elements). Data were ﬁt with the EN model. Within the boxed legends, ‘‘n’’ refers to the number of elements in
the display, ‘‘r’’ to the patch radius (in degrees), and the two number in parentheses give the values of rint and nsamp, respectively. R2 goodness-of-ﬁt
parameters—to the nearest %—are listed for each of the three ﬁts below each legend. Notice that ﬁts are similar when the number of elements is ﬁxed.

>300 elements). We suppose, like Barlow and Tripathy
(1997), that this pattern of results reﬂects intrinsic properties of local motion detectors (i.e., their bandwidth,
arrangement across the visual ﬁeld, etc.).
Global sampling (Figs. 4D–F) shows an even clearer
dependence on the number of elements present. Lack of
overlap between the error bars indicates a statistically
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in a parameter value. Because our
results are straight lines on log-linear axes we performed
a weighted least-squares ﬁt of these data with a model of
the form y = m log(x) + c. The parameters derived for
the global sampling estimates (from SCD, PJB, and
IM, respectively) were m = 4.9, 4.6, 4.6, and c = 7.9,
7.7, and 6.9 with corresponding R2 of 90.4%, 93.4%,
and 87.4%. These results are consistent with an earlier
study on orientation integration (Dakin, 2001).

It is also informative to compare these ﬁndings with
an existing statistical model of motion integration.
Fig. 4G plots direction discrimination thresholds averaged across subject and across conditions with similar
numbers of elements. The ﬁts to these data were generated using a three-parameter version of a pooling model
due to Watamaniuk (1993), shown in the boxed caption
within Fig. 4G. We generated predicted thresholds from
this model by estimating sensitivity d 0 for a range of
directional oﬀsets and then ﬁtting a psychometric function to give the directional oﬀset yielding d 0 = 1.35
(equivalent to an 83% correct threshold). The parameter
n in the boxed equation in Fig. 6G refers to the number
of moving elements (set according to the condition) and
the remaining parameters were determined from a threeparameter least-squares ﬁt to the log-transformed data
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Fig. 4. (A–F) Summary plot of parameters derived from the EN ﬁts. (A–C) Plots of rint and (D–F) nsamp derived from the seven conditions tested.
Within each plot symbol shape codes the subject and symbol shade codes condition. Error bars show the 95% conﬁdence intervals on the parameter
estimate. The primary determinant of both global sampling and local noise is clearly the number of elements present in the display, irrespective of
their arrangement. (G) Symbols show direction discrimination thresholds pooled across conditions with equal numbers of elements and across
subjects, along with predictions from the motion integration model of Watamaniuk (1993).

(inversely weighted by the associated conﬁdence intervals). Although capturing the general trend of convergence of thresholds at low directional variability, and

divergence at high variability, this model fails to capture
the exact dependence of threshold on directional
variability.
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in areas V1 and MT, respectively. Local motion encoding consists of a series of local motion sensors (each
organised around a single V1 hyper-column) comprised
of a series of sub-units (V1 neurons, located at or near
the same retinotopic location, direction sensitivity spanning 360 deg). Each local sensor computes a single estimate of local direction by integrating the responses from
its sub-units using either PVA or MLE. We assume this
process can be achieved via divisive inhibitory interactions between neurons (Deneve et al., 1999). These local
direction estimates drive a second stage of motion processing where a single global sensor receives input from
a series of sub-units (MT neurons, direction sensitivity
spanning 360 deg). Global sub-units have large receptive
ﬁelds so that each responds to information (within its

4. Noise limited model of local-to-global direction
encoding
4.1. Overview
In this section, we consider how neural activity constrains the computation of global direction. Speciﬁcally
we compare our psychophysical results to the performance of two models of local-to-global direction encoding—a population vector average, and a maximum
likelihood estimator—operating under conditions of
Poisson noise.
The logic of the approach is illustrated in Fig. 5A. We
hypothesise that there are local and global stages of motion pooling corresponding to the operation of neurons
A
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Fig. 5. Local-to-global motion integration model. (A) We suppose that V1 neurons interact to derive a series of unitary local direction estimates that
are pooled by MT neurons over a wider spatial extent in order to estimate global direction. (B) A direction histogram (shaded blocks) is constructed
from a set of motion sub-units whose responses are corrupted by noise (P). The PVA direction (hPVA) is the result of averaging each detectorÕs
preferred direction in proportion to the neural response associated with it. MLE ﬁts a wrapped Gaussian template to the histogram; the location of
the best-ﬁtting template (hMLE) codes direction. (C) Illustration of the local response to eight elements. Each of the three datasets shows the response
of a local motion sensor (comprising of 30 sub-units) to a single moving element. Curves show MLE of the best-matching templates to all eight sets of
responses. Local PVA estimates are the average of the sub-unit directions weighted by each ones response. Inset in the lower part of the ﬁgure are the
true directions along with the estimates derived using PVA and MLE. (D) Response of the global sensor (with 15 sub-units) to the eight local
direction estimates from either local PVA (circles) or MLE (squares). The ﬁnal estimates of global PVA and MLE are shown on the inset.
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directional pass-band) generated by many local direction estimates. The global sensor ﬁnally computes a
single estimate of global direction by integrating responses from global sub-units using either PVA or MLE.
The diﬀerence between PVA or MLE estimates of
direction is illustrated in Fig. 5B. PVA averages the preferred direction of each sensor weighted by the sensor
response. As such the system knows nothing about the
nature of the random direction variability (Gaussian in
the ﬁgure) or of intrinsic variability in response magnitude (Poisson in the ﬁgure). The MLE by contrast performs a least-squares ﬁt of the sensor responses to a
template whose shape matches the underlying p.d.f.
for the direction variability, and is scaled/oﬀset to allow
for the known response range/spontaneous activity. The
location of the best-ﬁtting template is the MLE estimate
of direction.
Note that all models operate on an abstract representation of the stimulus motion vectors. By doing this, and
by not constraining the size of MT receptive ﬁelds, we
are eﬀectively making global direction estimation independent of spatial sampling (in line with our psychophysical ﬁndings). We consider the eﬀects of spatial
arrangement on local motion estimation (using motion
energy) in Section 5.
4.2. Model details
4.2.1. Tuning and response properties of sub-units
We assume that the directional tuning functions of local and global sub-units (notionally, V1 and MT neurons, respectively)—that is the mean number of spikes
produced by a neuron as a function of the stimulus
direction (h)—are captured by a wrapped-Gaussian
function of the form
"
#
kX
¼1
ðh  l  2pkÞ2
Qðh; l; bÞ ¼
exp
;
ð6Þ
2b2
k¼1
where Q refers to the responsivity of a sub-unit (in spikes/
s), l to its preferred direction, and b to its bandwidth (circular SD). Note that we are assuming that one local sensor
sees only one moving element, a point we return to Section
5. Additionally, because b was ﬁxed for a simulation of the
full dataset (i.e., across directional SD), we are implicitly
assuming that directional tuning (local and global) remains invariant with the signal bandwidth. We justify this
assumption based on the observation that MT neurons
have broad (average width 90 deg)Õ directional tuning
(Albright, 1984; Britten & Newsome, 1998; Snowden,
Treue, & Andersen, 1992) which varies little with stimulus
coherence (Britten & Newsome, 1998), a result mirrored
by recent psychophysical ﬁndings (Fine, Anderson, Boynton, & Dobkins, 2004).
The number of sub-units comprising each local or
global sensor is referred to as Nlocal and Nglobal, respectively. We assume that sub-units at both integration

stages are sampled evenly around the clock, based on
the smooth progression of orientation/direction preference observed in primary visual cortex (e.g., Hubel &
Wiesel, 1962). Thus, we deﬁne a set of preferred directions for the local sub-units as
llocal ¼

2p
f1; 2; 3; . . . ; N local g.
Nlocal

ð7Þ

The response of the nth local sub-unit to direction, h, is
then
rn ðhÞ ¼ j þ ðF  jÞQðh; llocal ðnÞ; blocal Þ;

ð8Þ

where F is the maximum ﬁring rate and j the spontaneous activity of the sub-unit. We assume that sub-unit
noise at all stages is independent and Poisson distributed
(i.e., response variance is equal to response) so that the
probability of local sub-unit number n producing k
spikes in response to a certain direction (h) is
k

jrn ðhÞj expðrn ðhÞÞ
.
ð9Þ
k!
Electrophysiological evidence supports the idea that the
mean activity of cortical neurons (showing low spontaneous activity) in V1 (Dean, 1981; Softky & Koch,
1992; Tolhurst, Movshon, & Dean, 1983; Vogels, Spileers, & Orban, 1989) and MT (Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1993) approximately equals their
response variance.

P ðk j h; nÞ ¼

4.2.2. Computing local direction
The ith element from the stimulus, moving at direction hi, generates Nlocal noisy responses from the local
sub-units (call this sn(hi)). We compare two ways of estimating local direction from a series of such responses.
The estimated PVA direction of the ith element—call
it pi—is deﬁned by Eq. (5) taking these values as input:
i ¼
C

N
local
X

sn ðhi Þ cos llocal ðnÞ

and

n¼1

Si ¼

N
local
X

sn ðhi Þ sin llocal ðnÞ.

ð10Þ

n¼1

Another way of estimating the local direction of the ith
element is to use MLE:
mi ¼ arg max P ðsjhÞ.
h

In practice evaluating this expression amounts to template matching; one locates the minimum distance from
the observed responses to a template (in this case the
underlying channel response function Q(h, l, b)). The
distance metric employed depends on the distribution
of the noise. The MLE of direction for a response set
corrupted by Poisson noise is
mi ¼ arg min
h

N
local
X
n¼1

sn ðhi Þ logðrn ðhi ÞÞ.

ð11Þ
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B Maximum likelihood estimator
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Fig. 6. Symbols show discrimination thresholds (averaged across three subjects) for judging the direction of 16, 64 or 256 elements moving within a
4 deg radius region as a function of directional standard deviation. For the sake of clarity, datasets have been oﬀset from one another and error bars
omitted. We assume that this task is mediated by a series of MT neurons each averaging a series of noisy inputs from V1/local motion detectors. (A)
Lines show predictions of a model that derives overall direction by vector averaging all inputs. The parameters (inset top left) indicate the number of
local and global sub-units (with directions evenly distributed around the clock), the bandwidth of the global sub-units and the proportion of the local
motion signals seen by the global integrator. (B) A similar model that computes global direction using maximum likelihood estimation; i.e., it ﬁts a
wrapped Gaussian template to the histogram of observed V1 responses. This MLE model produces a generally better ﬁt. (C) Given the parameters
derived from the MLE and PVA models one can compute the eﬀective precision of each estimate of local direction given the local sampling density
(Nlocal); notice how many more local samples are required to give near-equivalent precision from local PVA compared to MLE.

The MLE estimate for the ith stimulus element was evaluated to the nearest 0.1 deg using a minimisation procedure. Note that the bandwidth of template used for local
MLE matches the bandwidth of the directional tuning
of the local sub-units; this is the optimal strategy.
We now have local direction estimates for each of the
elements of the stimulus. The precision of this set of estimates is determined entirely by two parameters: Nlocal
and blocal but for ﬁxed blocal it depends entirely on Nlocal.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6C, which shows the precision
of each local sensor (i.e., the circular SD of its direction
estimate) as a function of Nlocal, for the PVA and MLE
schemes. For a 30 deg bandwidth sub-unit, MLE is
approximately 20% more precise than PVA, for the sampling rates tested.
4.2.3. Computing global direction
For a set of local directions estimated using MLE or
PVA, we now consider the computation of overall direction. The ﬁrst issue is how many independent samples of
local direction should be employed? We assume that
only relevant directional signals feed up to the next level:
i.e., the responses of local motion sensors that are not
being stimulated are discounted. We then use a ﬁxed
proportion of the number of elements present (P)—to
give global sample size of G—and set P as a free parameter. In ﬁtting the model we constrain P so that the
resulting G is less than or equal to the number of elements present in the pattern. Thus the MLE and PVA
schemes generate sets of local direction estimates comprising G samples each; we refer to this set of local estimates as hlocal.

Similar to the local motion stage (Eq. (7)) we deﬁne
lglobal, a set of Nglobal preferred directions for the global
sub-units. We can then deﬁne Rn(h), a measure of global
sub-unit response to the local direction estimates:
Rn ¼ j þ

G
ðF  jÞ X
Qðhlocal ðiÞ; lglobal ðnÞ; bglobal Þ.
G
i¼1

ð12Þ

Note that the response of the sub-unit is re-scaled by the
size of the global sample (G); we support this assumption by the ﬁnding that the response of MT neurons saturates quickly as the number of elements moving in its
preferred direction increases (Snowden et al., 1991).
Using Eq. (12), the response is corrupted by Poisson
noise (Eq. (9)) to arrive at a ﬁnal measure of global
sub-unit response Sn(h). We can then compute an estimate of global PVA direction by plugging the following
values into Eq. (5):
N global

¼
C

X

S n cos lglobal ðnÞ

and

n¼1
N global

S ¼

X

S n sin lglobal ðnÞ.

ð13Þ

n¼1

Similarly, the MLE of global direction can be derived by
adapting Eq. (11):
N global

hMLE ¼ arg min
h

X

S n logðRn ðhÞÞ.

ð14Þ

n¼1

We also evaluated the performance of a model that
uses the peak of the directional histogram to code direction but thresholds derived using this procedure were
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uniformly much worse than human thresholds (typically
several orders of magnitude) and for this reason are not
reported.
Figs. 5C and D illustrate the operation of the local
and global stages of the model given eight moving elements (with a mean direction of 180 deg and a circular
SD of 32 deg). Each set of symbols in Fig. 5C shows
the response (in spikes/s) to a single moving element of
one set of local sub-units (three sensors are shown).
The MLE for direction is the location of the best ﬁtting
template to the response (shown by solid lines), the
PVA is the vector average of sub-unit preferred directions (i.e., the x-location of each symbol) weighted by
the sub-unit response (i.e., the y-location of each symbol). The inset at the bottom shows the true directions
of the eight moving elements along with PVA and
MLE estimates of local direction. These estimates feed
into a second stage of pooling, (Fig. 5D). Global subunits at this stage (15 are shown in the example) have
large receptive ﬁelds and so base their response on many
(in this case, all) of the local direction estimates. This
generates the pattern of response shown according to
whether the inputs came from the PVA or MLE local
estimates. Now, a single estimate of global direction
(indicated by the arrows in the inset) can be derived from
the global sub-unit responses.
4.3. Summary of model parameters
• F: Peak neural response: 100 spikes/s (corrupted by
Poisson response noise).
• j: Spontaneous activity: 10% peak neural response
• blocal: Directional bandwidth of local sub-units (SD
of WN response function). Fixed at 30 deg (Based
on typical V1 tuning; Albright, 1984),
• bglobal: Directional bandwidth of global sub-units.
Free parameter. For MLE, bglobal is the template SD.
• Nlocal: Number of sub-units comprising local sensor.
Free parameter.
• Nglobal: Number of sub-units comprising global sensor. Free parameter.
• llocal and lglobal: The preferred directions of local and
global sub-units (determined by Nlocal and Nglobal).
• P: Proportion of local elements contributing to the
global direction estimate. Free parameter.
• G: Global sample size employed (set by P and the
number of elements in the stimulus).

4.4. Simulation methods
The predictions of all models under comparison were
generated using Monte Carlo simulations of the experiments. Simulations were conducted in the same way as
described above in Section 2.5. The Monte Carlo procedure was repeated at various directional SDs and for the

three numbers of elements tested (16, 64 or 256). Note
that all models operate without inclusion of a spatial
component (reﬂecting the lack of eﬀect of arrangement
in our results). The range of oﬀsets tested for a given
directional SDs was identical to the comparable condition with the human observers; i.e., the stimulus-gains
associated with the directional SDs tested were similar.
4.5. Simulation results
Figs. 6A and B show the ﬁts of the PVA and MLE
models, respectively, with datasets vertically displaced
from one another for clarity. Symbols show psychophysical data, pooled across three subjects, for conditions involving the presentation of 16, 64 or 256
elements within a 4 deg region. The PVA model produces a good account of the results (R2 = 93.0%) with four
free parameters. We note, however, that this model does
not capture subjectsÕ deteriorating performance at high
levels of directional noise for high density patterns.
The MLE model on the other hand can capture all of
our data (R2 = 98.4%) with the same number of parameters. The predictions shown were generated using a
bandwidth (bglobal) of 12 deg. For broader bandwidths
the MLE model produces performance identical to
the PVA model and indeed it has been shown that
PVA is optimal and equivalent to MLE under conditions of Poisson noise and broad template bandwidths
(Snippe, 1999).
Fig. 6C converts these estimates of local sub-element
spacing into estimates of local directional precision. Notice that although more than twice as many PVA elements are required for the ﬁts shown, there is only a
modest (10%) increase in equivalent local precision over
the MLE model.

5. Discussion
5.1. Summary
We have described how an equivalent noise paradigm
can separate the inﬂuence of local and global constraints
on observersÕ ability to estimate the overall direction of
a moving image. We have also shown that it is the number of elements present, regardless of their density or the
size of the region they occupy, that limits both local
noise and global sampling. As the number of elements
increases, thresholds drop in manner that is consistent
with an increase in the global pool of directional samples
but also an increase in local noise (that is presumably
due to raised correspondence noise). These ﬁndings
can be modelled by a labelled-line system that integrates
the responses of a bank of directionally-tuned mechanisms each of whose response is corrupted by Poisson
noise. In this section, we consider the implications of
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these ﬁndings for how we estimate motion integration
psychophysically and how we generate computational
models of both local and global motion extraction.
5.2. Relationship to motion coherence
The sampling eﬃciency parameter of EN allows us to
predict motion coherence thresholds, assuming that
direction discrimination in these stimuli is based on a
coarse +/180 deg direction discrimination. In the
course of conducting these experiments we noted that
the sampling eﬃciencies derived from EN apparently
predicted better performance on motion coherence than
values reported in the literature. To eﬀect a direct comparison, we collected motion coherence thresholds (upversus-down) using standard techniques and similar
stimuli to those employed in Experiment 1—a 4 deg
radius patch, with same dot-speed, dot-density, stimulus
lifetime, etc. We used an adaptive staircase procedure
(QUEST; Watson & Pelli, 1983) to estimate motion
coherence thresholds (deﬁned as the maximum proportion of signal elements that could be replaced with randomly moving elements while supporting direction
discrimination at the 83% level). Each threshold estimate
was based on the mean of four runs of 45 trials each.
Results from two subjects are plotted in Fig. 7, as a
percentage of the total elements present. First, note that
motion coherence thresholds are relatively invariant
of the element density or stimulus area as reported
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Fig. 7. Motion coherence thresholds plotted as a function of the
number of elements in the display. The dashed line shows the number
of pooled direction signals (derived from EN) expressed as a
percentage of the dots present. The thin solid line shows the predicted
performance on the motion coherence task if observers based their
judgments on the average direction (with local and global noise
constraints set by the equivalent noise parameters derived from
Experiment 1). Observers are consistently worse at motion coherence
tasks than would be predicted by EN. The thick solid line shows
estimates of motion coherence thresholds by the MLE model with no
change in the parameters derived from the EN task.
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for ﬁne direction discrimination in the EN experiments; it is primarily the number of elements that
determines performance. There is a modest reduction
in coherence thresholds as the number of elements increases within a ﬁxed patch radius (in accord with
Barlow & Tripathy, 1997).
We ﬁrst ask: how well can the global sampling eﬃciencies we measured in the main EN experiment predict
such thresholds? Taking the average number of samples
employed by subjects in comparable conditions (in
terms of density and number of elements displayed) in
the equivalent noise experiment (i.e., the values given
in Fig. 3), and dividing by the total number of elements,
we get the predicted motion coherence thresholds shown
by the dashed line. Plotted this way, sampling shows a
marked decline as a function of the number of elements,
and this is consistent with other estimates of sampling as
the number of elements increases (Watamaniuk, 1993).
We also used a Monte Carlo simulation, employing both
local and global EN parameters, to predict motion
coherence thresholds. For a single trial, we took the
directions contained in a typical motion coherence stimulus, corrupted them by additive noise (equal to the
average local noise estimate from the comparable EN
condition), took a sample of those directions (equal to
the average sample size estimate from the comparable
EN condition), and used the PVA of these values to
make an ‘‘up-versus-down’’ decision. By running many
trials over a range of coherence levels we generated the
performance shown by the thin solid line in Fig. 7,
which predicts lower motion coherence thresholds than
are observed experimentally. In short, observers are
not as good at motion coherence tasks as they should
be based on estimate of local noise and global pooling
derived from EN.
Finally, we generated simulated motion coherence
thresholds using the PVA and MLE models derived in
the last section (using identical parameters to those derived from the EN study). To do this, we generated a
series of stimuli over a range of motion coherences,
and measured percent correct performance on the basis
that ‘‘up-versus-down’’ decisions were based on the
direction predicted from the PVA or MLE of the directions present in the display. The PVA model failed to
achieve human levels of performance; it predicted
thresholds on the order of 80%. The reason that PVA
performed so badly is largely attributable to the
extremely low values of parameter P (the proportion
of local estimates seen by the global stage) that were required for the EN experiment. At large values of P, PVA
is highly resistant to local noise and grossly overestimates human performance. By contrast, and with no
modiﬁcation, the MLE model produced a close ﬁt to
the psychophysical data (thick line, Fig. 7). The success
of the MLE model for ﬁtting both motion coherence
and equivalent noise data provides strong evidence that
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pass elements with a ﬁxed jump-size constrains the type
of mechanism that could be used to extract local direction information from the stimulus. Although the temporal spectrum of our stimuli is relatively broad there
exists an optimal motion energy mechanism tuned to
the spatial frequency and jump-size used.
The top left section of Fig. 8 shows the sum of all
frames from a typical stimulus from our experiment; inset and framed-red in the top right of this panel is a single frame from the optimal motion energy mechanism
for this stimulus. Because motion energy involves the
comparison of ﬁlters in quadrature phase, the optimal
stimulus for a motion energy mechanism has a jump-size
equal to one-quarter of the peak spatial frequency of the
stimulus (k). Our stimuli had a jump size closer to 0.4k
and, as a consequence, there is substantial energy in
the opposite direction. This can be seen in the remaining

the computation of global motion uses a large proportion of the number of elements present, but only a limited range of directions can be integrated (consistent
with MLE, but not PVA, parameters).
5.3. Extraction of local direction
Fig. 4C indicates that there is a modest increase in
internal noise as the stimulus area decreases. We speculate that the observation that noise increases as the interelement spacing declines represents an increase in the
probability of false matches between elements on successive animation frames, known as ‘‘correspondence
noise’’. Our modelling so far has not included a parameter for correspondence noise; in this section we examine
how the responses of local motion energy mechanisms
are aﬀected by such noise. Our use of spatially band-
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Fig. 8. (Top left) The frames from a typical psychophysical stimulus (circ. SD = 16 deg) have been superimposed; in the top right corner is a single
frame from the optimal motion-energy ﬁlter for this sequence. Subsequent images show frames from the 3D space–space–time power spectrum of the
stimulus (each frame shows energy for single temporal frequency, x, indicated in cycles per movie). The pass-band of the optimal motion-energy ﬁlter
is indicated by the ellipses (which mark ﬁlter-power >1 SD above mean). Note the presence of energy in the reverse direction due to the non-optimal
(i.e., >1/4-cycle) jump-size employed and the stochastic nature of the stimuli. The image in the lower right-hand corner shows that the power summed
across temporal frequency for this stimulus is spatially band-pass. (Bottom section) Psychophysical performance (averaged across three subjects) for
64 moving elements occupying regions with radii of 2, 4, and 8 deg. Dotted line is absolute ideal performance (i.e., free of local noise). Solid lines
show predictions of a global motion direction estimator using the output of a bank of optimally-tuned motion energy mechanisms. Although no
noise has been added to the ﬁlter predictions, human performance slightly exceeds motion energy predictions at the densest conditions.
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panels in the upper section of Fig. 8 (labelled
t = 1, t = 2), which show individual frames of the Fourier power spectrum of the stimulus (grey pixels) and the
ﬁlter (red rings indicate high-energy potions of the ﬁlter). Note the presence of two regions of high amplitude
in t = 1, t = 2 and t = 12, t = 13, indicating substantial
sensitivity to backwards and forwards directions at high
temporal frequencies.
We wondered how an ideal observer relying on the response of the motion energy mechanism would fare on
the direction averaging task, compared to human performance. The ideal observer computed global direction
based on the response magnitude of a bank of motion
energy detectors. In this way, performance is only limited by the combination of intrinsic stimulus noise (directional variability and false correspondences) with the
operation of the ﬁlter mechanism. To this end, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation with a total of 9856
stimulus movies from our experiments (7 conditions*11
directional SDs*128 unique stimuli). To test the motion
energy model we convolved each of the stimulus movies
with a bank of 24 directionally-tuned complex Gabor ﬁlters (separated by 15 deg; envelope renvelope = 0.7k). For
each of the resulting ﬁltered movies we computed energy
and then pooled across space and time to generate a single estimate of motion energy at a given direction. We
computed the ﬁnal estimate of direction by computing
the population-vector direction from the resulting histogram;1 the standard deviation of these values (corrected
for wrapping) was used as an estimate of orientation
threshold.
Representative results, for the three density conditions tested with 64 elements, are depicted in the lower
part of Fig. 8. The dotted line shows ideal performance
(i.e., of an integrator combining across all elements with
no local noise). The solid lines are the predicted direction discrimination performance of the motion energy
mechanism. Notice that across densities the model
achieves high levels of eﬃciency at high levels of directional variability, as indicated both by its convergence
with the noiseless ideal observer and with the estimated
eﬃciency (the second ﬁgure in each entry of the caption
gives the estimated sample size, the ﬁrst, estimated local
noise). Notice also that the overall shape of the curves
does not match the psychophysical data: therefore, our
results cannot be explained by a simple energy ﬁlter
being pooled across the whole stimulus. However, we
do note a reduction in internal noise with increasing
area which would seem to indicate that increased correspondence noise, as it aﬀects the operation of a local
motion ﬁlter, could contribute to the similar eﬀect we
observed in the psychophysical results (Fig. 4C). Interestingly, in the highest density condition (leftmost
1
Note that we also tried a maximum likelihood estimator which
produced identical results.
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graph) the motion energy cannot quite achieve subjectsÕ
levels of performance at low levels of stimulus variability. It therefore appears likely that for fast, dense patterns some other mechanism is required that can signal
local second-order image structure. It remains open if
existing proposals for such systems based on either ‘‘ﬁlter-rectify-ﬁlter’’ (Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Wilson et al.,
1992) or image gradient approaches (e.g., Benton &
Johnston, 2001; Johnston, McOwan, & Buxton, 1992)
can achieve this levels of precision.
5.4. Extraction of global direction
The estimates of local noise and eﬃciency we have
reported constrain the development of models of global
motion processing. The system as described is able not
only to discriminate direction crudely in the presence
of enormous directional variability (r = 90 deg) but also
to make extremely ﬁne directional judgments—with
thresholds approaching 1 deg—under conditions of
low directional variability. We found that the pattern
of breakdown in threshold observed for increasing directional variability was consistent with standard equivalent noise (i.e., additive local noise, limited eﬃciency)
and that both local and global noise was largely determined by the number of elements present irrespective
of density/region-size.
It is implicit in the EN model that averaging use a
population-vector code and this proved adequate to account for our data using the statistical model. However,
when we introduced Poisson noise, a local-to-global
direction-encoding model using a population vector
underestimated subjects thresholds at high levels of
directional variability. A maximum likelihood operator
could more closely match observersÕ break down in performance at high levels of directional variability for various numbers of elements. The concordance between
model and data were close given the small number of
free parameters employed and it is remarkable that such
simple models can overcome the eﬀect of Poisson noise
and wide channel-bandwidths to produce a reasonable
approximation to human performance over the range
of stimuli employed. However, the observation that
PVA frequently outperformed subjects cannot be taken
as strong evidence against the mechanism per se. It is
quite possible that an additional source of noise further
constrains averaging at high levels of directional noise.
In particular, PVA schemes outperform subjects at high
directional variability because they are blind to the
range of directions present and treat all direction samples equally. In contrast, MLE operators underweight
the contribution of directions falling outside of the
range of the template being matched. A simple reason
that PVA schemes might similarly underweight directions falling far from the mean is motion opponency (as
discussed above). If PVA were computed in area MT,
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then near-opposite directions would be suppressed even
when those directions are informative, as is always the
case for an averaging task. Thus, MLE-like behaviour
could be achieved by PV signal averaging once those signals have undergone directional opponency. The deﬁnitive test of this would be to measure MT response to
patterns of various directional bandwidths.
Electrophysiological estimates of the bandwidths of
primate MT neurons are close to 90 deg (Albright,
1984; Britten & Newsome, 1998; Snowden et al.,
1992). If we consider PVA encoding as formally equivalent to least-squares ﬁtting of a cosinusoid, then it is
informative to note that the best ﬁtting wrapped Gaussian to a cosinusoid is 93 deg. This would appear to represent strong evidence for PVA encoding in its own
right. However, note that although our modelling suggests quite narrow bandwidths for the templates with
MLE, one should resist the temptation to relate these
ﬁgures directly to electrophysiological estimates of
bandwidth. The values we report are the eﬀective template bandwidths and are a consequence of the operation of the system as a whole.
Distributed channel codes, such as the one for direction we describe, rely on response-redundancy to compensate for intrinsic noise. However, correlations
within that noise are present in the response of neurons
in area MT (Bair, Zohary, & Newsome, 2001; Zohary,
Shadlen, & Newsome, 1994). The eﬀect of such correlations can aﬀect the information capacity of the code
(Abbott & Dayan, 1999) and it remains to be seen
how this will aﬀect the predictions of candidate schemes
for global direction encoding.
The computational models described here compute a
unitary direction upon which they base their 2AFC decision. An additional factor we have not explicitly considered is the role of perceived transparency in motion
coherence tasks and in our own experiments. For a ﬁxed
sample size, increasing the directional range, or decreasing the strength of a coherent signal increases the probability of local peaks occurring in the direction
histogram at directions other than the underlying mean
direction. These spurious local peaks could bias the output of the visual system away from the mean. The introduction of such structure could explain why Zohary
et al. (1996) found that observers apparently switch
strategy depending on the directional structure of the
stimulus. When all directions are near equi-probable
observers rely on the mean direction but as asymmetries
are introduced, they appear to switch to a winnertake-all scheme. A complete account of global direction
integration therefore needs to take into account the
inﬂuence of multi-modal directional structure in the
stimulus (e.g., transparency). A reasonable candidate
for this would be an eﬃcient population encoding
scheme using basis functions of the sort suggested by
Zemel et al. (1998). It remains to be seen how the

eﬃciency of such models compares to human performance with complex motion.

6. Conclusions
We conclude that the equivalent noise paradigm is
useful for separating the inﬂuence of local and global
factors in direction discrimination. We report that both
local and global limits are largely determined by the
number of elements present irrespective of density or
arrangement. The changes in local noise that we observe with changes in stimulus density are likely attributable to correspondence noise of the sort reported by
Barlow and Tripathy (1997). The dependence of local
and global noise on element number can be explained
by a simple channel-based model of direction integration that incorporates Poisson noise. When two diﬀerent strategies for computing direction integration were
compared we found that a maximum-likelihood estimator produced a better account of our data than a simple population vector averaging scheme, and had the
additional advantage that it could naturally account
for motion coherence thresholds (collected with similar
stimulus to the EN experiment) without further modiﬁcation. The most desirable extension of the model
as it stands is to incorporate some form of ﬁltering
to estimate local image motion. Our initial eﬀorts with
motion energy mechanisms were only partially successful and suggested that the estimation of the local direction of two-dimensional patterns with the impressive
precision achieved by human observers, is non-trivial
in its own right.
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Appendix A. Directional psychometric functions
Although it is usual to ﬁt psychometric functions
(PFs) for orientation or direction-discrimination tasks
with aperiodic functions (e.g., the cumulative Gaussian;
CG), this fails to take into account stimulus wrapping.
Consider the underlying uncertainty function associated
with a directional PF. For a task involving judgment of
clockwise versus anti-clockwise relative to vertical-upwards, the observer is uncertain both when the stimulus
is near to vertical-upwards motion but also when it
approaches vertical downwards motion. The shaded functions inset in Figs. 9A–C show the probability of making
a clockwise classiﬁcation (relative to 0 deg), over a
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Fig. 9. (A–C) Ideal directional psychometric functions. Filled symbols plot the probability (evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation) of categorising
a stimulus as clockwise of horizontal (0 deg) assuming representation of the stimulus with uncertainty determined by a wrapped Gaussian p.d.f.
Insets show the full psychometric function, from 180 to +180 deg, for increasing values of r. Fits from a cumulative Gaussian (solid line) or a
wrapped cumulative Gaussian (dashed line) do not appear to diﬀer greatly, but (D) shows that the former greatly overestimates directional
uncertainty for rÕs above 50 deg.

stimulus-range of ±180 deg, when the stimulus is represented with increasing uncertainty. We express this
uncertainty as the circular standard deviation of a
wrapped Gaussian function, and the shaded regions
shown are the cumulative probability densities for these
functions. The symbols in Figs. 9A–C are drawn from the
centre section of the periodic psychometric functions
(i.e., for stimuli in the range ±90 deg). Good ﬁts over this
range can be made with either standard CG or a wrapped
CG functions. However, Fig. 9D shows that ﬁtting an unwrapped CG will lead to overestimation of the true internal circular standard deviation for circular r > 50 deg. As
a reasonable rule of thumb, if the tails of a PF do not
reach 90% (discounting ﬁnger errors) over the range
±90 deg then the standard cumulative Gaussian model
is inadequate. Note that because one half of the complete
underlying uncertainty function is the mirror symmetric
opposite of the other there is nothing to be gained from
collecting data over a range greater than ±90 deg.
This technique for ﬁtting periodic psychometric functions may have application in other domains involving
noisy performance measurements for oriented stimuli
(e.g., neurometric modelling). For example, we have reﬁt some of the data a physiological study of MT directional tuning (Britten & Newsome, 1998) and estimate
that the standard deviations quoted (derived using unwrapped Gaussians) overestimate bandwidth by
approximately 10%.

Appendix B. Evaluating wrapped normal functions
Mardia and Jupp (2000) give a more useful form of
the wrapped normal function than Eq. 4 derived using
theta functions (Whittaker & Watson, 1944):

!
1
X
1
p2
f ð hÞ ¼
1þ2
q cos pðh  lÞ ;
2p
p¼1

ð15Þ

where q = exp(r2/2) and r is the circular SD. In practice, the WN may be computed to a desired levels of
accuracy using the following MATLAB (MathWorks)
function derived from an algorithm given in (Mardia
& Jupp, 2000):
function p = WrapNormP(t, mu, rho, tol)
var = -2*log (rho);
ind1 = 1/sqrt (var*2*pi);
k = 0; error = Inf;
p = ind1*exp (-((t-mu)^2)/(2*var));
while (error > tol)
k = k+1;
LastP = p;
p = LastP...
+ind1*(exp(-((t-mu+2*pi*k)^2)/
(2*var)...
+exp(-((t-mu+2*pi*-k)^2)/(2*var)));
error = abs(p-LastP);
end
For reasons outlined in the last section, it would be
desirable to have a cumulative version of this function;
i.e., for an angle h, to evaluate the sum of the probabilities over the range h  p to h. A simple way of
modifying the cumulative Gaussian (CG) to take into
account direction is to transform the stimuli using
the sin() function. One can then see that clockwise
stimuli will now produce positive values, and anticlockwise will produce negative. This procedure works
well for very high (r > 80 deg) and very low (r < 50)
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levels of variance but fails at intermediate values, when
it cannot predict maximum levels of performance.
There is a second problem with this approach and that
is how to convert the standard deviation derived from
the CG ﬁt to the sin() transformed data back to an
equivalent r of a wrapped CG. Standard approaches
to approximating the standard deviation of a transformed data set (e.g., for a transform, z = f(x),
r(z) = f 0 (X)r(x); e.g., Barford (1967)) are inapplicable
because of the derivative involved. Our solution is to
divide the range into two at 80 deg and ﬁt the
sin() transformed dataset at high variances only.
We then work back to the correct r using a polynomial approximation (parameters are given in the function
below). For low variances, one can adequately approximate the wrapping by using three standard CGs: one
centred at the mean, one centred at the mean
+180 deg, and one centred at the mean 180deg.
These two functions give the tails of the parallel uncertainty function falling 180 deg from the centre of stimulus range and may be combined to allow or the
eﬀects of wrapping. This approach does not take into
account self-wrapping (i.e., the inﬂuence of a distribu-
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Probability "clockwise"

where NormCum evaluates the cumulative Gaussian
function using either MATLABÕs built in approximation
to the error function (erf)—as in the PsychToolbox
version; (Brainard, 1997)—or using a polynomial
approximation based on Probit analysis (Finney,
1971). Speed considerations make the latter desirable
when many ﬁts are required (e.g., for bootstrapping).
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Fig. 10. (A) SCDÕs thresholds for estimating the mean direction of 64 elements within a patch of radius 4.0 deg. The solid line plots predictions from
the unmodiﬁed EN model, which indicates that the observer is using 13.4 samples with each having an equivalent directional SD of 5.2 deg. Other
lines show predictions of models with similar additive noise, but averaging either all (dashed line) or one (dotted line) of the elements. Note that
performance deteriorates faster than EN predicts at high directional SDs. (B) Data from IM (datasets are vertically oﬀset from one another for
clarity). The EN model (solid lines) again underestimates threshold at high levels of directional SD Dashed lines show the better ﬁt provided by an
EN model employing a simulated observer which bases its decision on the true average direction, (allowing for wrapping). The legend shows number
of elements followed by the local noise and global sample from the best ﬁtting EN model, along with the R2 of the ﬁts to the unmodiﬁed and Monte
Carlo versions of the model, respectively.
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Appendix C. Deviation From EN with high directional
variability
Fig. 10A shows typical performance on the directional averaging task and plots the oﬀset of the mean direction of a ﬁeld of moving elements at threshold as a
function of directional variability. Parameters from the
unmodiﬁed EN model indicate that the ability of SCD
to average the direction of 64 elements moving within
a 4.0 deg radius window is consistent with his using
13.4 elements, where each element has a local directional
SD of 5.2 deg. Note the deviation from the prediction at
high directional variance, where the observerÕs performance is consistent with a much lower level of eﬃciency
(dotted line). The psychometric function inset in Fig. 10
corresponds to the data point at SD = 64 deg and illustrates that this apparent deterioration in performance is
not due to a poor ﬁt of psychometric functions. Fig. 10B
reiterates this point using data from observer IM (datasets are oﬀset from on another for clarity). Solid lines
are the predictions of the unmodiﬁed EN model ﬁt using
the bootstrapping technique described in combination
with a standard least-squares goodness-of-ﬁt measure.
The predictions shown by the dashed lines were generated using the same parameters.
Applying the correction for wrapping improved R2
by an average of 3% compared to unmodiﬁed predictions. Given this modiﬁcation it is remarkable that the
predictions of EN hold over such an enormous range
of directional variability.
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